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Due to today being a Quadruple Witching, and that many traders choose to sit out these days (take a three-day 

weekend) when they occur, today's trade analysis will be short but the 'forecasting tomorrow' section will be longer. 

There isn't much to learn today, as expected, today was a tight range day with relatively random moves due to funds 

rebalancing for the Quadruple Witching.  There were two key opportunities I did want to highlight: 

1.  FLAG BREAK 
This was nothing more than the same type of trade set-up we've been seeing recently off the morning session.  Go long 

on a trendline break and confluence EMA break at the $111.65 level just after 9:00CST, place a stop under $111.40 and 

target the morning opening, $112.00, or a refill of the gap.  The gap filled and price hit the $112 target, forming dual 

negative divergences, upper shadow reversal candles, which triggered your exit... and 'flip/reverse' for trade 2. 

2.  FLIP/REVERSE, 5-WAVE FRACTAL, NEGATIVE DUAL DIVERGENCES, UPPER SHADOWS, 

TRENDLINE BREAK 
On a day where everything else was mostly noise, this was actually once of the cleanest examples of this type of trade in 

a while. 

The logic builds off a 5-wave fractal move into a dual negative TICK and momentum divergence which sets the stage for 

a likely reversal in price.  The reversal candles - a break under their lows at the $112 level - and the break of a short-term 

rising trendline - also at $112 - triggered your entry.  This also occurred into the key resistance of the 50 day EMA at 

$112 also - a higher timeframe confluence resistance. 

You would place a stop above the intraday high at $112.12 to play for a trend reversal (aggressive) or a scalp back to the 

lower Bollinger or respective moving averages (20 or 50) if conservative.  A good, safe exit was a break above the falling 

trendline and hammer + two doji candles at 11:00am. 

Unless you did like I suggested yesterday for a Range Day - meaning trade doji/reversal candles at the upper and lower 

Bollinger Bands and IGNORE moving averages - which you could have done for the rest of the session - there were no 

excellent or ideal trades.  Given the 'character' of the market - a Quadruple Witching - this is exactly what you would 

expect - a rangebound, somewhat random market that doesn't adhere well to classic technical analysis because the fund 

are rebalancing their portfolios without regard to the intraday charts as usual. 
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A quick comment - the market - or at least SPY - is forming a large-scale intraday symmetrical triangle with upper 

boundary at the $111.80 level and lower boundary at $111.60 and 'midpoint' $111.70. 

Look to play potential breaks from this pattern on Monday. 
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I actually went back and checked the volume data with TradeStation (I import volume data into Excel with TD 

Ameritrade data), and it's correct - volume data differ slightly from vendor to vendor.  On an options expiration day, 

having such low relative volume is EXTREMELY rare.  I'm not exactly sure what to make of it, other than to say that in 

low-volume environments, we can have sharp volatile moves that emerge from these conditions, and with the market so 

overextended on declining momentum and internals, one would expect that resolution to be to the downside.  Expect, 

but not guarantee, of course. 
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The grid above shows the 10-day average of SPY volume, to take away some of the volatility of the "Flash Crash" 

aftermath. 

Even THEN, we see massive volume divergences... lower relative volume, across EVERY SINGLE 15-min period today. 

This should cause you to be either extremely careful... or extremely bearish.  This is not normal. 

The alternate scenario from another market sharp sell-off here is a further continuation of this divergence situation as 

we had in April with price rising in 'thin air,' but everything else (internals, etc) trailing lower..., prior to a market crash. 

If that happens again, just take it in stride intraday and be very careful - the longer a market stays overextended on 

declining momentum and internals, the greater the odds of a crash... not just a correction. 
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The "Line in the Sand" on the 30-min frame remains $111.00 for support (edge of cliff) and $112/$112.50 for an 

expected breakout to the upside (which would shock the majority of market participants).   

Due to the negative internal, volume, and momentum divergences, the bias is 'strong short' at these levels, but do not 

let any short-sale bias cloud your judgment or keep you short if we break out above $112.00 cleanly - which WOULD 

likely trigger a big short-squeeze and massive potential upside break... that you would want to trade long intraday. 

No need to get fancy here - either we break under $111 and collapse, or we don't, and shock the market by breaking out 

above $112.  Either way, the play is to prepare for, and trade a breakout - bulls will be trapped if we go down; bears will 

be trapped if we go up. 
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No change from yesterday.  We remain at the key $112.00 'line in the sand' level, as we continue our negative volume, 

breadth, and momentum divergences as price cannot yet break above $112.00.  We would look to short aggressively any 

move under $111 and especially $110.50 to target a return to $105 over the next few days - which could happen quickly 

if the market was supported artificially at the highs.  On the flipside, any break above $112 - for more than a single bar - 

would likely force remaining bears/short sellers out of their positions, triggering further "Popped Stops" that you would 

want to play long intraday. 
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Use this as you try to form a composite picture of how the daily and lower timeframes are interacting:  the 50day EMA 

rests at $112.23, which is holding as a WALL of resistance on the lower frames.  On the lower frames, we have crystal 

clear negative momentum and volume (and breadth) divergences as we come into contact with this "wall" of resistance 

at $112.  This is a 'no-brainer' short sale opportunity here, and my guess is a LOT of traders are taking it.   

That does NOT mean price is required to fall here - rather, we would craft our "IF/THEN" statement - and trades - 

accordingly: 

"Odds are OVERWHELMING that price will fall from here, which gives me a chance to place a very tight stop above 

$112.50 and play for a target of $105.  HOWEVER, because I know that this trade is so obvious to everyone, no matter 

what methods they use, I also know that traders will be placing stop losses above $112.00, $112.50, and $113.00, 

creating a 'pocket' of stop-losses there.  Should buyers push price up into the pocket, we could expect a vicious popped 

stops move as those bears cover.  Thus I'll consider scalping intraday long above $112/$112.50." 
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The same analysis for the daily SPY goes for the daily SPX. 

In this chart, I drew the three "Pathways Forward" for price.  Scenario 1, we inflect down from 1,120 back to 1,040 and if 

so, then likely break under 1,040.  This appears to be the most likely - but of course not guaranteed - scenario. 

The alternate scenarios have us in "Popped Stops" mode - similar to that of March and April - up to 1,170 at a minimum, 

and a vicious 'popped stops' breakout - over time - will take us to 1,220.  The 1,170 scenario - on a breakout - is much 

more likely than 1,220. 

Understand these as the likely scenarios going forward short-term. 
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Another reason to believe 1,120 as KEY resistance:  The 20 month EMA rests currently at 1,119.87, or rounded up to 

1,120. 

This aligns with the 50 day EMA.  Any move above 1,120 'clears us into open air' above that level to 1,150/1,170, just as 

any move under 1,040 clears the way for 850. 

I posted last week about this and it's true: 

"The Bulls will do ANYTHING to keep from falling into the Market Abyss" 

http://blog.afraidtotrade.com/ bulls-willing-to-do-anything-to-avoid-falling-into-market-abyss/ 

The stakes are high - under 1,040 and it's highly probable we'll see 900 before long. 


